OCH – Hate Internet (Claro Intelecto Remix)SELECTED DJ FEEDBACK
Loco Dice (Desolat) – Great 10” Digging the Claro Intelecto remix
Marcel Heese (Tresor) - really nice mixture between funky summer music and deep stuff. like
this a lot! makes me wanna go out and dance. will be played for sure.
Paul Woolford (Bobby Peru / 20:20 Vision) - Aha, Chocolate Fudge! Both mixes sound killer,
can't wait to play them. Many thanks.
Raresh (Arpiar) - killer ep . thanks a lot !
Jozif (Fist Or Finger/Wolf & Lamb) - Heavy!!!! Will defo give them both a play thanks!
Perc (Perc Trax, Kompakt) - Great release!. Claro Intelecto Remix for warm-up sets and then
loops of the original over tougher beats for peak time. Ace.
Laurent Garnier (F Communications) - 2 very cool tracks – niiice!
Vince Watson (Planet E, Tresor) - CI remix is fab....defo support here!
Bearweasel (Tsuba) - brilliantly strong stuff..
D’Julz (Pokerflat/Minus) - big fan of all OCH music - a big room monster I’m sure!
Brothers Vibe – HOT!
Sebo K (Get Physical) – DOPE!!! Both mixes
Glimpse (Crosstown Rebels) - Wicked ep. I love the Claro Intelecto mix. . Top stuff
Orde Meikle (SLAM, Soma) - cool original, good remix - will play this
Ripperton - Love the Intelecto remix! Right my street!
Ed Davenport (Figure, Liebe Detail) storming! original is my favourite here
Par Grindvik - feeling the claro intelecto remix, thanks
Paul Mac- Digging the Claro Intelecto mix the most here will get some definite play from me.
Tommy Four Seven (CLR) - Dig the deep vibes from Claro's remix. Thanks!
Franco Cangelli (Mowar) - nice release you got there - I like both mixes a lot.
Christopher Rau (Smallville) I don’t hate the internet - but i like the Claro remix

Philip Sherburne (Pitchfork/RA) - Love the Claro mix... dubby and breaky in just the right
measures.
Dario Zenker (Vakant) - fat claro intelecto remix - love it!
Max Area (Wave Music/Ethereal Sound ) Original is cool, reminds me of the 100% Pure Dutch
feel. Remix is dope too. Thanks!
Lars Sandberg (Funk D Void / Soma) - Darkness, love it
Dustin Zahn (Enemy Records) Great EP! The Claro remix inches by for me!
Cosmin Nicolae (Hessle / Immerse) Loving the Claro Intelecto remix!
Danny Howells (Dig Deeper) love it! Possibly the remix for me
Antony di Francesco (Lost Souls) Claro mix for me! Niiiiiooooooooce
Tom Demac (Electronique Audio) Claro's remix is wicked.

